The Win-Mar group of companies is very proud to announce that, as of July 31, 2014 we have acquired
Sure Shot Express based in Winnipeg MB. This acquisition will not only strengthen our Flatbed presence,
it will also complement our overall transportation services that we provide to our Customer’s, Drivers,
and Carriers.
Sure Shot Express Inc. has been in business for over 20 years and specializes in open deck freight across Canada
and the United States. Sure Shot has a fleet of 20 trucks - a combination of company owned as well as
owner/operator. The trailer fleet consists of Flat Beds, Step Decks, and Double drop trailers.
Win-Mar is committed to our employees, driver’s, customers and carriers and has always concentrated on focused
growth, so when the Sure Shot Express opportunity presented itself, the shareholders were unanimously excited. The
core values and family atmosphere in which Sure Shot conducts its business are the same value’s that Win-Mar is
built on. These core values are the cornerstone of the Win-Mar Group of Companies and are an integral part of the
success of our organization.
The Win-Mar Freight Group now consists of:
Win-Mar Freight Systems- Our fleet of owner operators and high cube 53′ air ride logistic dry vans allow us to offer
flexible line haul schedules, providing our customers with an efficient means of transporting their goods in a
customized fashion.
Win-Mar Freight Management- As a customer focused freight Management Company our job is to move your product
to your customer’s door in a timely fashion, damage free, and of course, at competitive rates.
Win-Mar Worldwide--- We specialize in moving freight domestically in the USA for our customers utilizing dry van,
reefers, heater’s, as well as step/flat decks. Whether your loads are full loads or LTL, long haul or regional we have
the capabilities to move it.

Sure Shot Express-- Running Flat beds, step decks, and double drop trailer in both Canada and the United
States. Specializing in all open deck freight, including oversize loads, full loads and LTL. We are also a trans load
facility with capabilities of transferring large shipments

Customer service is a top priority at Win-Mar and with the addition on Sure Shot, our customer’s will have more
services to choose from. We look forward to growing our current customer base and are excited to have the
opportunity to work with our new customers.

OUR SERVICE IS YOUR SOLUTION

